Mon 18th & Tues 19th Oct 2021, Airfield Estate, Dublin

A NOTE FROM THE SYMPOSIUM DIRECTOR

What is social gastronomy?
Social gastronomy is about honesty.
There is not enough honesty in our industry.
We pretend to fix things. We give each awards. Stars. We make lists. We pat each other
on the back too.
Often for issues that are not resolved.
We fail.
We fail to do more.
Social gastronomy uses food as a vehicle for change.
A vehicle to change food.
A vehicle to change society.
To change poverty.
To change education.
To care for food in a holistic and total manner.
To create a network of like minded chefs and hospitality workers to forge communities
that use food to
transform their everyday environment.
To build urban farms in cities so we all know where are food comes from.
To connect schools with farms.
Social Gastronomy cultivates local connections.
It builds partnerships around the world to forge a more equitable food culture, a more
inclusive society.
It sees foods as an essential tool to build a better ecology for all of humanity to thrive.
It uses food to change the way that this world works.
Food is everywhere.
We all need to eat.
There is nothing in our life that is not connected with food.
It is what keeps us alive.
But if we don’t mind food, our society falters.
A few days without food would bring much technological advancement to it knees.
Food is the way forward.
For us.
For our children.
We all need to eat.
We all need to cook.
Food on the Edge holds us to account. To what we do. We what we don’t do. To what we
are doing.
I hope over the next two days that you find a renewed faith in foods&#39; healing
power that will shine
through the pain and difficulty of the last 18 months.
With each other, we are social.
With each other, we are gastronomy.

JP McMahon

Symposium Director

mistereatgalway

WE
ALL
WE
ALL
NEED TO

EAT

The theme is very important this year as the industry has evolved
throughout the pandemic and i hope we’ll see lasting change. Social
gastronomy is a term that encapsulates caring for food in a more
holistic and total manner. It is the creation of a network of likeminded chefs and hospitality workers, to forge communities that
use food to transform their everyday environment. It cultivates local
connections and builds long term partnerships around the world,
using the power of food as a vehicle for change and development at
grassroots level. Social gastronomy aims to create a more equitable
food culture, and a more inclusive society using food as an essential
tool to build a better ecology and safer environment for all of
humanity to thrive. I believe that social gastronomy uses food as a
vehicle for change and development, and that is at the core of Food
on the Edge and everyone that speaks and takes part.

OUR SPONSORS
who help make Food on the Edge happen

Registration

9am - 9.15am

Opening Address - Jp McMahon

9.15am - 9.20am

Mark Anderson & Sinéad Flynn
Fr Peter McVerry Trust

9.20am - 9.35am

Cúán Greene

9.35am - 9.50am

Mark Best

MC Jacinta Dalton

9.50am - 10.10am

Bertrand Grébaut & Theo Pourriat

10.10am - 10.30am

May Chow in conversation
with Arlene Stein

10.30am - 10.45am

Anissa Helou

10.45am - 11.15am

COFFEE BREAK

11.15am - 11.30am

Joshua Evans

11.30am - 11.45am

Garima Aurora

11.45am - 12pm

Denis Lovatel

12pm - 12.15pm

Selassie Atadika

12.15pm- 12.30pm
12.30pm - 12.50pm

Santiago Lastra
Stephen & David Flynn

12.50pm - 2.10pm

LUNCH (available from 12.30 - 2.30pm)

2.10pm - 2.30pm

Ellie KIsyombe & Michelle Darmody

2.30pm - 2.45pm

Ian Urbina

2.45pm - 3.15pm

FOTE AMBASSADORS
with Mark Anderson

Panel Discussion #3

Gráinne Mullins
Regina Sexton
3.15pm - 3.45pm

Janice Casey Bracken
Kevin Wallace
COFFEE BREAK

3.45pm - 4pm

Hugo McCafferty

4pm - 4.15pm

Gaz Smith & Rick Higgins

4.15pm - 4.30pm

Eoin Cluskey

4.30pm - 4.45pm

Mark Brand

4.45pm - 5pm

Closing Address - JP McMahon

FOLLOW THE CONVERSATION #FOTE2021
@FoodOnTheEdge

– TIMETABLE SUBJECT TO CHANGE –

TUESDAY 19

th

8am - 9am

@jcdal
@jcdal

JACINTA DALTON [ GMIT, Galway, Ireland ]

Jacinta Dalton is Head of Department for Culinary Arts & Service
Industries at Galway Mayo Institute of Technology. Jacinta has
worked in the Tourism, Hospitality Industry for more than 20
years with direct operational experience at senior management
level and continues to have close links with industry. Jacinta
consults with food producers, as well as a number of food events
around Ireland and is an advocate of food education, innovation
and community engagement for knowledge exchange and
sustainability. Jacinta is currently working on an EU project
with European partners on the development of digital and
sustainability skills for Tourism SME’s.
Jacinta was a member of the steering committee for Galway’s
candidacy for European Region of Gastronomy 2018 and was
appointed to the executive board of The International, Institute of
Gastronomy, Culture, Arts & Tourism. (IGCAT)

[ MC: Tuesday ]

MC Tuesday

@Cuangreene
@cuan.greene

CÚÁN GREENE

[ Ómós, Ireland ]

Cúán Greene is a chef from Ireland. He is the founder of Ómós.
Cúán’s belief is that more can be brought by working together
through the process of communication, learning, and understanding
other’s crafts and inspirations. Ómós is a traveling caravan of those
ideas; collaborations of food and innovations; and investigations
surrounding what we eat. The word comes from the Irish language,
meaning homage, duty, and respect. Ómós is an idea that Cúán has
been developing since he returned from a 4-year stint cooking in
Copenhagen. Drawing on his experience at Noma, Cúán’s ambition
is to develop the dining experience, allowing place, space, and
community to influence how we evolve. ‘’With Ómós, the ambition
is to share our excitement about the people we meet, a berry or
seed we have found in winter, what we have grown or planned to
grow, and who is growing it for us. When we harvest, preserve or
transform an ingredient, we hope you can live the experience with
us: when we are doing it, how we are doing it, and what we use to
do it. We want to show you how to use it, or indeed serve it.’’

[ Tuesday: 9.20am ]

Discovering Ómós

@markbest
@markbest

MARK BEST

Mark started by discovering the stoves accidentally and ended up
becoming an unquestionable symbol of new Australian Cuisine
“I aim to bring, the extraordinary produce of Australia, to a
point of celebration & unnatural expression” Having worked
as an electrician, in 1990 aged 25 Mark commenced a culinary
apprenticeship. He was named Sydney’s best young chef in 1995,
the year he opened Peninsula Bistro. With a desire to further
study French Cuisine in 1998 he worked at ‘L’Arpége’ in Paris, Alain
Passard’s Gastro Temple, followed by a stint at Raymond Blanc’s,
‘Le Manoir Aux Quatre Saisons’. These experiences fuelled his desire
to start another restaurant, multi award winning Marque opened
in 1999. In 2016, ‘Bistro’ by Mark Best opened on the Genting Dream,
a luxury ship, and now has restaurants on three ships for the line,
sailing out of Singapore, Shanghai and Hong Kong. His onscreen
appearances include Martha Stewart, Masterchef Australia and
‘The Final Table’ for Netflix.

[ Tuesday: 9.35am ]

[ Sydney, Australia ]
Building Resilience

@septimeparis

BERTRAND GRÉBAUT & THEO POURRIAT
[ Septime, Paris, France ]

‘Spleen & Ideal’

Bertrand embodies the Septime spirit, where the chef is not an
authority figure, but rather a creator of surprising tastes. His
obsession is to craft the dishes that define the moment without
fixating on what’s “cool”; he looks for simplicity and emotion.

[ Tuesday: 9.50am ]

Théo Pourriat plays a major role in the success of our restaurants,
because pacing the team and organizing the space is taken as
seriously as the taste of food.

@littlebaomay

MAY CHOW

[ Happy Paradise, Hong Kong ]
Social Change & Culinary Culture with May Chow

Chow is passionate about preserving tradition while pursuing
progress, and is celebrated for both for forging the future of
Chinese cuisine while preserving the essence of what makes it
unique.
Little Bao’s signature inimitable Chinese-American burgers, Happy
Paradise’s re-invented classic local recipes, and Chow’s other
creations continue to showcase Chow’s belief in using food as to
means to connect cultural, generational, and culinary distances.

[ Tuesday:10.10am ]

May Chow is firmly established as one of Hong Kong’s most
dynamic and respected culinary figures, with an international
reputation and loyal following of diners globally. She launching
Little Bao in 2013, she has been named Asia’s Best Female Chef
2017, a guest judge on MasterChef Asia, Top Chef in America, and a
speaker at the Melbourne Food & Wine Festival.

@anissahelou
@ anissahelou

ANISSA HELOU [ London, UK ]

Chef, food writer, journalist, broadcaster, consultant and blogger
focusing on the cuisines and culinary heritage of the Middle East,
Mediterranean and North Africa, and most recently the Islamic
world. Born and raised between Beirut, Lebanon, and Mashta elHelou, Syria, she knows the Mediterranean as only a well-traveled
native can. Author of numerous award-winning cookbooks
including Feast, Food of the Islamic World; Sweet Middle East,
Levant, The Fifth Quarter, An Offal Cookbook; Modern Mezze;
Savory Baking from the Mediterranean; Mediterranean Street
Food; Café Morocco; and Lebanese Cuisine, which was a finalist for
the prestigious Andre Simon awards and chosen as one of the Los
Angeles Times’ favorite books in 1998.
Helou was also listed in 2013 in the Arabian Business Magazine
as one of the “100 Most Powerful Arab Women” and on the “500
Most Influential Arabs”.

[ Tuesday: 10.30am ]

Writing about the foods of the Islamic world to present a
positive image of the religion and its people

@jovidean
@joshdevans

JOSHUA EVANS

Joshua Evans is a doctoral researcher in Geography and the
Environment at Oxford. He studies novel fermentation practices
in Copenhagen, investigating how microbes and humans change
each other when fermentation traditions mix in new ways in new
places for new flavours. His current research builds on four years
working at Nordic Food Lab, a former non-profit organisation in
Copenhagen for open-source experimental research on flavour
and food diversity—in particular with insects, wild plants,
and fermentation techniques. He holds an MPhil in History
and Philosophy of Science from Cambridge, and a BA in the
Humanities from Yale.

[ Tuesday: 11.15am ]

[ Novel Fermentations Research Group, Copenhagen, Denmark ]
Novel Fermentations: making new flavours, generating new
knowledge, improving the food system

@restaurant_gaa

GARIMA AURORA [ Restaurant GAA, Bangkok, Thailand ]
From the “Sanjha Culla” to the modern day Indian restaurant:

Garima Arora is the Chef-Owner of Restaurant Gaa and the allday modern Indian eatery & bar, HERE, in Bangkok, Thailand.
She is also the founder of Food Forward India; a not-for-profit
initiative aiming to explore and catalogue the immense diversity
of the cuisines of India. Her passion for the culinary world began
in her family’s humble kitchen in Mumbai. Having studied to be
a journalist, Arora made the switch to the culinary world with a
short cooking stint in Paris, France. Since then, she has worked
in some of the top kitchens of the world to eventually open
Restaurant Gaa on 1 April, 2017. In 2018, Arora became the first
Indian female chef to earn a Michelin star at the age of 32. In the
following year, she was voted as Asia’s Best Female Chef 2019
while her restaurant Gaa officially entered the ranks of Asia’s 50
Best Restaurants, debuting at No. 16 with the Highest New Entry
Award. Gaa is currently ranked at No. 46 on the Asia’s 50 Best
Restaurants 2020 list.

[ Tuesday: 11.30am ]

How the humble tandoor has brought together an entire continent

@pizzeriadaezio

DENIS LOVATEL [ Pizzeria Da Ezio, Belluno, Italy ]

Denis Lovatel is the owner and pizza-chef of Pizzeria Da Ezio,
located in a small town near the Dolomites. Taught the art by
his father, Denis is known as “Pizzaiolo di Montagna” – the
Mountains’ Pizza-Chef. Lovatel is considered one of the 25 Best
Pizza-Chefs in the world with a product that has no equals. He has
received San Pellegrino’s “Innovation and Sustainability Prize”
and was recently named the most sustainable pizza maker in Italy
by Forbes. In addition to other recognitions in the industry, he has
also been awarded “Best Pizza in Italy” twice by the prestigious
Gambero Rosso culinary association. Most recently he participated
as a guest at Chef Norbert Niederkofler’s CARE’S - The Ethical Chef
Days. In December 2021, he will bring his unique approach to
pizza from the mountains to the city, with the opening of pizzeria
Denis in Milan. Cheeses, vegetables and other ingredients will
be produced and sourced from a local farm, adhering to Lovatel’s
values of sustainability and investing in local communities.

[ Tuesday: 11.45am ]

Pizza: From fast food to smart food

@midunu
@MidunuGhana

SELASSIE ATADIKA [ Midunu, Accra, Ghana ]

After over a decade spent engaged in humanitarian work with
the United Nations and years of self-teaching in the culinary arts,
Selassie Atadika completed course work at the Culinary Institute
of America. Her company Midunu, a nomadic and private dining
enterprise in Accra embodies ‘New African Cuisine’. It celebrates
culinary heritage where culture, community and cuisine intersect
with environment, sustainability and economy by employing
local, seasonal, and underutilized ingredients including traditional
grains and proteins to deliver Africa’s bounty to the table. Chef
Selassie Atadika uses chocolate as a base to feature the flavors and
essence of Africa. She launched The Midunu Institute which looks
to document and preserve the continent’s culinary heritage. She
was a finalist in the 2019 Basque Culinary World Prize, voted #73
in the Best Chef Awards 2020 and 2021 recipient of the La Liste
New Destination Champion Award for Africa.

[ Tuesday: 12pm ]

Breaking Chocolate

@santiagolas

SANTIAGO LASTRA [ KOL, London, UK ]

Santiago Lastra is the chef owner of KOL restaurant and KOL
Mezcaleria in Marylebone, London. KOL, taken from the word ‘Col’,
means cabbage in Mexican Spanish and represents Santiago’s
belief that the simplest things can be made extraordinary if
you believe in them. He opened KOL in October 2020 (alongside
MJMK Restaurant Group), which showcases the innovation and
diversity of Mexican food culture whilst using the finest British
ingredients. The KOL Mezcaleria bar is situated on the restaurant’s
lower ground floor and offers one of Europe’s largest selections of
agave spirits, served alongside Santiago’s ‘Antojitos’ street food
inspired snacks. Mexican born Santiago, who was named ‘the
nomadic chef’ after cooking in more than 30 countries in just four
years, has formerly worked in restaurants including Mugaritz in
San Sebastian, Bror in Copenhagen and the Nordic Food Lab. Most
famously, he worked alongside Rene Redzepi as project manager
for the Noma Mexico pop-up in 2017.

[ Tuesday: 12.15pm ]

Mexican soul, British Ingredients

@thehappypear
@thehappypear

STEPHEN & DAVID FLYNN [ The Happy Pear, Bray, Ireland ]
How we all can change the world – Politics starts on your plate

We now have a team of almostone hundred people and the
business turned over €10 million last year. We have fifty vegan
food products in nearly 1000 stores in Ireland, we have two cafes,
including a sourdough bakery. We have sold 1/4 million cook
books (we have 5 x no. 1 best selling cookbooks and have seven
online courses that we have partnered with plant based doctors
and experts - that we’ve had 50,000 people through from 120
different countries.
We have over 1 million followers across all our social channels
including nearly 40 million views on our youtube channel. We
have a farm, coffee roastery, studio for filming and love what we
do!

[ Tuesday: 12.30pm ]

The Happy Pear as a veg shop in 2004 to try to create a happier,
healthier world and build community

@ellieskitchenhomeedition
@ HomeEllies

ELLIE KISYOMBE [ Ellie’s Kitchen Home Edition, Dublin, Ireland ]

Ellie Kisyombe, a founder, a mother, an activist, and political
candidate. In 2015, Ellie co- founded an Irish Café Award winning
social enterprise called OurTable with fellow activist and chef,
Michelle Darmody. In 2017, Ellie got the opportunity to be trained
by Darina Allen in Ballymaloe. In 2018, she featured as part of
Dublin City Council Culture Company’s ‘Local Heroes’. In 2019,
Ellie was the first asylum seeker to run for the local election. Ellie
is originally from Malawi, has experienced living in the Direct
Provision system for many years in Ireland. Ellie has also spent
many years volunteering with Irish Refugee Council working on
the campaign to end Direct Provision and was a key participant in
public outreach and awareness raising activities.
During lockdown in 2021, Ellie launched her African-inspired and
Irish-made Hot Sauce range which has grown rapidly this last
year.

[ Tuesday: 2.10pm ]

My Refugee Community, Food & Culture

@ian_urbina
@ ian_urbina

IAN URBINA

[ New York, USA ]
The Outlaw Ocean
Ian Urbina is a reporter and author who writes for The New York
Times, The Atlantic, National Geographic, and others. Urbina is
the author of The New York Times bestseller “The Outlaw Ocean”
(2019), based on five years of reporting, much of it offshore,
exploring lawlessness on the high seas.

[ Tuesday: 2.30pm ]

Urbina has since launched The Outlaw Ocean nonprofit, which
engages in innovative storytelling practices on ocean issues,
including The Outlaw Ocean Music Project.

@markybhoy70
@ marky01

MARK ANDERSON
[ Gather & Gather, Dublin, Ireland & London, UK ]

Gather & Gather are unique in comparison to other catering
companies; they set out to re-imagine and reinvent workplace
dining. Their chefs are encouraged to work with locally sourced
ingredients as well as educating their customers on food, nutrition
& flavours. Operating in over 270 sites in the UK & Ireland, the
teams cater for customers of all kinds from the tech sector to the
fashion industry, feeding on average 5000+ daily.

[ Tuesday: 2.45pm ]

Mark Anderson works as Culinary Director in Ireland for
workplace catering company Gather & Gather. Mark and the
wider food team are the driving force behind the innovative
culinary direction at Gather & Gather Ireland. He has obtained a
wealth of experience in the food and restaurant industry with an
understanding of what the Irish food industry should look like.
Innovation, dynamism, and excellence are central to his thinking
with a passion for building a positive kitchen culture in his role.

@janice.casey.bracken
@ JaniceCaseyB

JANICE CASEY BRACKEN [ Dunbrody Country House Hotel ]

Janice Casey Bracken, Head Chef at Dunbrody Country House
Hotel, Member of Chef Network, Member of Euro Toques, Member
of Real Bread Ireland, & RAI Food Hero. Janice came to cheffing
relatively late in life having had a career in finance, however after
the birth of her children and developing epilepsy, she changed her
career and have never looked back. To Janice, sowing the seeds
of our fruit and vegetables here in our kitchen and fruit gardens
is extremely important. Harvesting what we grow give all the
chefs a great sense of respect for the food we grow. It engrains
seasonality and food history within us. It gives us the unique
ability to preserve food traditions and help prepare for the future
by constantly increasing our biodiversity program. This year
Janice has focused on growing at least three varieties of each fruit
and vegetable in our gardens.

[ Tuesday: 2.45pm ]

Panel #3: FOTE Ambassadors with Mark Anderson

@newleafurban
@NewLeafUrbnFarm

KEVIN WALLACE

[ New Leaf Urban Farmers, Ireland ]

Kevin Wallace began his career in farming in 2016. His earliest
memories were of his old neighbour digging Kerr’s Pink potatoes
behind his familial home in Broadford, County Clare. Those
memories made a lasting impression on Kevin. It was while living
and working in countries like Thailand, Vietnam and South Korea
that Kevin became interested in farming and more importantly
the use of space. In particular, how people in South Korea utilised
space for residential, commercial and recreational purposes. Moving
several years forward, while doing an MA in Sociology and as part
of his dissertation, Kevin realised there were no market gardeners
in Limerick City or in the surrounding area. This was when he
decided to set up New Leaf Urban Farmers. From the outset, his
intention was to connect with chefs as he felt an innate connection
between both sectors. Moreover, working with some of Ireland’s
best chefs allows Kevin to experiment with growing unusual
vegetables as well as constantly refining his growing process. The
quest for ever higher standards is one of the main motivational
factors behind New Leaf Urban Farmers.

[ Tuesday: 2.45pm ]

Panel #3: FOTE Ambassadors with Mark Anderson

@grainnemullins
@ MullinsGrainne

GRÁINNE MULLINS [ Grá Chocolates, Galway, Ireland ]
The genesis for Grá Chocolates is Gráinne Mullins, a pastry chef
with over 10 years’ experience in high level, fine dining
establishments. Gráinne is the current holder of the Eurotoques
Young Chef of the Year title. Great family cooking was a part
of Mullins’ childhood, and she grew up in Galway with a love
and respect for good food. Setting foot in a commercial kitchen
as a teenager only deepened her connection with food and she
began working part-time in the pastry section of five-star hotels.
Interrupting a science degree to move to France, she spent two
years working in a Michelin-starred restaurant in Aix-en-Provence.
Cooking won out over science, with Gráinne following her heart.
Returning home to work in pastry in many of Ireland’s leading
kitchens, the self-taught chef was the winner of the prestigious 2019
Euro-Toques Young Chef of the Year. Channelling the skills, artistry
and joy she has learned from some of the country’s most talented
chefs, Gráinne founded Grá Chocolates in her hometown
of Kilchreest in 2020.

[ Tuesday: 2.45pm ]

Panel #3: FOTE Ambassadors with Mark Anderson

@culinaryireland
@Culinaryireland

REGINA SEXTON [ UCC , Cork,Ireland ]
Regina Sexton is a culture, food and culinary historian, food
writer, broadcaster and cook. She is also a graduate of Ballymaloe
Cookery School holding a Certificate in Food and Cookery. She is
the Programme Manager of UCC’s Post-graduate Diploma in Irish
Food Culture. In 2019, Regina in collaboration with the Allen family
of Ballymaloe House, established the UCC Annual Myrtle Allen
Memorial Lecture. In the same year, she also recognised the cultural
significance of Myrtle Allen’s archive of papers and she was central
to the acquisition of the archive for Special Collections & Archives,
Boole Library, UCC. Regina has been researching and publishing
in the field of Irish food and culinary history from 1993 and since
then she has been Ireland’s leading food and culinary historian
promoting this field of study at both academic and popular levels.
She is passionate about food education, especially for adult learners.
She believes education is a transformative and fundamental right
regardless of demographic, geographic, or personal barriers.

[ Tuesday: 2.45pm ]

Panel #3: FOTE Ambassadors with Mark Anderson

@kingseagull
@ HugoMcCafferty

HUGO MCCAFFERTY

[ Italy ]
Fine Dining Lovers – Better Business

[ Tuesday: 3.45pm ]

Hugo is a food writer and journalist who has lived in Italy for 14
years. He specialises in the food culture of Italy, the psycological,
social and political power of food and how it unites people across
linguistic, cultural and even political divides. Hugo is passionate
about changing the food system at every level and genuinely
believes food can save the world. As journalist with Fine Dining
Lovers he explores the world of gastronomy chasing stories all
over the globe.

@higgins_butchers
@michaels_dublin

GAZ SMITH & RICK HIGGINS [ Michael’s & Higgins Butchers ]
Respectful relationships throughout the food chain

Rick Higgins (higginsbutchers.ie) is a fourth-generation butcher
who runs Higgins Family Butcher in Sutton. Higgins has been
featured in the McKennas’ Guides Best in Ireland list every
year since 2013 and is independently recommended in Georgina
Campbell’s Ireland Guide Rick is also renowned for buying his
meat from smaller abattoirs and has working relationships with
his farmers and slaughterhouse for nearly 20 years.

[ Tuesday: 4pm ]

Gareth Smith is the owner of two of Dublin’s best-loved
restaurants, Michael’s (michaels.ie) and Little Mike’s (littlemikes.
ie). He has won numerous awards, from Restaurant of the Year
to Food Hero of the Year. Gareth is very committed to forging
relationships with smaller producers and doubled down on
this during the last three lockdowns, doing many industrious
reincarnations to keep his team and many smaller suppliers and
producers in business

bread41dublin
@ bread41dublin

EOIN CLUSKEY [ Bread 41, Dublin, Ireland ]

Growing up in a bakery with his Nana at the helm, Eoin Cluskey
has never left behind the traditional methods used in making
authentic, naturally leavened bread, as he continues to grow his
own artisan bakery, Bread 41. Committed to aligning his business
with the UN SDGs, Cluskey is currently working towards a zerowaste vision, with recent qualification as a FutureFood ‘Climate
Shaper’, he is determined to change the culture and perception
of the industry. Never short of passion, he aims to achieve his
mission of real bread in every home, the prioritization what
grows seasonally, locally, and sustainably.

[ Tuesday: 4.15pm ]

No Planet B

@mark.brand
@ RealMarkBrand

MARK BRAND [ Save On Meats, Vancouver, Canada ]

Mark Brand is a pioneering chef and entrepreneur in the field
of Social Impact and Community Development. Along with
overseeing the 5 organizations under MB Inc, Brand leads his
A Better Life Foundation in Canada, the United States, he is a
Stanford fellow, Professor of Innovation and Design Thinking, and
has served as executive chef for the American Refugee Committee
and Pope Francis’s Climate Challenge. Brand has recently been
appointed to the United Nations Catalyst team focusing on food
waste, poverty, and the impacts of current systemic structures on
the most marginalized. At the root of everything he works on, his
belief is that the solutions are all attainable with deep cooperation
and the understanding there is no “Us and Them, only Us.”

[ Tuesday: 4.30pm ]

A better life Foundation

